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“I was left-brained because I was the type of guy who 
looked both ways before crossing the street. I took my time with 
homework and created a shopping list when I went grocery 
shopping. Particularly, I enjoyed physics and learned various 
concepts in my IB Astronomy class.”

“I was left-brained because I thought of everything logically 
and concretely rather than creatively or abstractly. I tended to be 
more attracted to classes that were mathematical in nature. For 
instance, if I was faced with a problem or decision to make, I would 
try to find the correct or most reasonable, absolute solution instead 
of finding ‘out-of-the-box’ ideas.”

“I was left-brained because I got quite bored with fictional 
pieces, video or written. However, I could get invested in a 
documentary on the social tensions of Christians in Africa 
or a book on human cognition from the perspective of a 
neuroscientist. I also thought another conspicuous symptom of 
my being left-brained was odd social interaction, which I found 
much funnier than most people.”

These are goal-oriented and well-organized critical thinkers, 
who are rarely absent minded. These are the scientists and 
the mathematicians - the logical rationalists.
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“the debater” “the campaigner” “the entrepreneur” “the mediator” “the architect” “the logistician” “the protagonist” “the advocate” 

Smart and curious thinkers, 
ENTPs cannot resist an  
intellectual challenge.

Enthusiastic, creative  
and sociable, ENFPs are 

free spirits who can always 
find a reason to smile.

INTJs are imaginative  
and strategic thinkers who 
have a plan for everything.

ISTJs are practical and 
fact-minded individuals, 
whose reliability cannot 

be doubted.

Smart, energetic and  
very perceptive people, 

ESTPs truly enjoy  
living on the edge.

Poetic, kind and altruistic, 
INFPs are always eager to 

help a good cause.

ENJs are charismatic and 
inspiring leaders who are 

able to mesmerize  
their listeners.

INFJs are quiet and 
mystical, yet very inspiring 

and tireless idealists.
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AFTER TAKING THE MYERS-BRIGGS PERSONALITY TEST, these participants fell under these 8 personality types (out of all 16).*
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THE MYERS-BRIGGS
TYPE INDICATOR

WHAT IS THIS? The Myers-Briggs type indicator is a 
personality test that authors Katharine Cook Briggs and Isabel 

Briggs Myers created based on psychiatrist Dr. Carl Jung’s 
theories. The free, on-line questionnaire measured how people 

perceived the world and made decisions.
*personality analyses and descriptions  

provided by the 16personalities website

what do the letters represent? 

THINKING & FEELING 
This measured how people used judgment. Thinkers 

relied on logic to judge the world. Feelers based 
judgment on the emotions a decision will produce.

 
JUDGING & PERCEIVING

Judging-dominant types were more methodical 
and results-oriented, whereas perceiving-dominant 

personalities were good multitaskers  
and were flexible.

EXTROVERSION & INTROVERSION
Extroverts derived energy from the outside world 
and people. Introverts get energized from internal 

thoughts and ideas.

SENSING & INTUITION 
Sensing-dominant types preferred to perceive 

things through sight, sound, taste, touch and smell, 
while intuition-dominant types were 

drawn to abstract thinking.
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BRAIN

“I was right-brained because I enjoyed photography and 
felt a sense of peace when taking photos. Being friendly was 
something that was a part of me and talking with others came 
easily. However, I only shared my feelings or emotions with those 
that I felt comfortable or close with.”

“I was right-brained because I could compose my own music 
and act on stage. From a young age, I had the passion for music 
and began making beats in middle school. But organizationally, I 
was not neat and did not turn stuff in on time. Often times, I  
over-read reading passages and over-thought concepts.”

“I was right-brained because being impulsive and clumsy  
were traits that I was known for. When I went to concerts, I never 
really thought through the things I did and ended up in mosh pits 
with my friends. I also enjoyed drawing a lot and believed it was a 
good way to get my mind turning.”

These are slightly disorganized and impulsive free spirits, 
who are sensual and emotional. These are the artists and 
the musicicans, the intuitive philosophers.
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“I was surprised to see how accurate the personality descriptions were.”


